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Welcome to the equinox and the beginning of Libra,
a time of deep inner thoughts of balance and the receiving of love.
May our thoughts be focused on divine beauty in relationships.
The north node, 14 Cancer, is the heavenly hosts of invisibility.

The Angels
of
Invisibility
Also known as
The Angels

of

Camalo
Beloved,
Whenever it becomes necessary to be invisible to maintain privacy,
safety,
and personal concentration,
on the spiritual path,
we help with necessary sacred visualizations and emotions for this to
occur.
CWe teach how to spiritualize emotions and matter to prolong life.
A and umlaut A, aeWe access highest wisdom and illumination.
We teach how to control negative passions through release of
imperfections,
how to control negative spirits,
and how to be free of clinging to any imperfect desires,
thoughts, emotions, or sensations.
MAs perfect masters of emotions, sensations and life spirit, we teach
and empower you to transmute emotions.
A and umlaut A, aeWe teach you the most profound truths of
enlightened mind that are expressed as mystical powers,
and help with the release of imperfections for transformation.
LWe teach true morality and how to spiritualize emotions to become
invisible.
Umlaut O, eu, and OWe confer the ability to see through the eyes of
love divine, causing transmutation into perfection.
We confer control of the mental and emotional functioning of the human
body, establish harmony and justice, and mentor masters of
metaphysics.
Chemical changes in the physical body caused by thoughts and
emotions
are well documented in science.
Within one minute of having a thought,
over a hundred thousand chemical reactions occur in the physical body.
As children of Light and Love flow with sacred emotional states,
great perfection and beautiful changes occur in physicality,
both in physical bodies and in other material forms.
The letter C of our name represents the divine virtue of the
spiritualization of matter with divine qualities.
Whenever a person feels, through inner guidance from Divine
Providence,
that invisibility is required to preserve life for the highest good of
all in any situation,
his or her causal, emotional and physical bodies can be impregnated
with the necessary Divine qualities.

Entire areas can be made invisible when necessary.
Invisibility can apply to the mental, emotional, or physical level or all
three.
We are well informed on the remotest secrets of magical science and

show a child of God means and ways,
as well as methods, by which to be invisible.

It is with Camalos help that a child of God becomes invisible, i.e.
that he/she can betake him/herself into all spheres,
mentally, astrally [emotionally] and ,
if necessary, also physically, without being recognized there.
The human body, and in fact all matter, is capable of manifesting
instantaneous changes.
These changes often are perceived as miracles by those who are not
initiates.
Accounts of these types of changes are recorded throughout history.
The ability to walk unharmed over fire and hot coals is practiced in
various cultures even to this day.
This is done by control of imagined visualizations in the mind,
combined with accompanying flowing emotions.
Changes in matter, including instantaneous changes, are
caused by clear intentional visualization,
especially in a state of experiencing the Oneness of all life,
combined with powerful focused flowing appropriate Divine Emotions.
People become extremely sensitive to the world of emotions as they
become spiritually mature
and master co-creating the physical world and maintaining Heaven on
Earth.
Emotion is Energy in Motion,
and IS THE CHANGE PROCESS.
IT IS IN THE REALM OF
EMOTIONS THAT INSTANTANEOUS CHANGES
ARE CAUSED, SO THAT THEY CAN OCCUR EVEN ON THE PHYSICAL
LEVEL.
THE ASTRAL PLANE, THE PLANE OF EMOTIONS, IS ALWAYS THE
PRIME ARENA
OF THE CHANGE PROCESS.
As emotions flow, they create magnetism that attracts new realities into
form.
Strong flowing emotions of Omnipotent Faith and INTENT to be
invisible ,
combined with imagined visual images of being invisible,
sets into motion required changes
in the electro-magnetic field of the mind, emotion, and form in self and
others.

Much healing of the past is going on now,
and privacy is important.
This will continue as we learn to love the divine perfect immortal
innocence within ourselves
equally with loving the divine immortal perfect innocence in others.
It is important that love and rapture manifest within us all.

Equinox begins with deep longings for sacred innocent, loving and
beautiful sexual realities.
1 degree Libra

The Angels of Mystical Sex
Also known as
The Angels
of

Thirana
Beloved,

We are the heavenly host who control the sexual sphere of mankind.

The propagation of mankind falls under our competence.
We provide full knowledge about the prenatal education of a child.
We show you how to bring about the embodying of certain talents
and hereditary factors in the child
while the child is growing in the womb.

In this first degree of Libra, the mind of each Child of Light on a
spiritual path
receives HIGH INSPIRATION and inner guidance in all sexual
matters.
Understanding the original divine blueprints of love awakens
enlightenment
and supreme happiness on all levels of consciousness,
in the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies of both
partners,
and, if children are supposed to be conceived, divine beauty within
them as well.
Through the divine virtues of the letters of Thirana,
we give many instructions and methods on how to impregnate the
seed before
having sexual intercourse, so that divine qualities pass over into the
generated child.
In the original purity of all ideas in divine mind, the sex act is a
most high, sacred and mystical means for
communion with another and with Divine Consciousness and Being
Itself.
It is based on flowing life energy through the seven chackras, 7
centers of nerve and gland ganglia,
energizing each center to produce amazing consciousness altering
chemicals into the bloodstream.
The woman's chackras manifest magnetism, divinity in emotion
and form.

Her emotions and form are blessed by the man, who embodies
electricity, in mind and will.
He gives to her in will, creating beautiful emotions and physical
realities.
She receives, and knows, loves, and relates to him.
Remember that the energies of Libra are those of flowing Divine Love
working through the air element of mind and deep inner thought.

The spirit, mind, emotions, and sensations must all be in alignment
with inner guidance coming from Divine Love for the sexual act
to manifest supreme happiness and enlightenment in each partner
and in any child that may be conceived.
High inspiration is the divine virtue of the letter T of our name
Thirana.
A divine sexual act joins two singularities, two souls, into
communion and unity with each other
in the unified field of Divine Consciousness.
Therefore we inspire highest intuition for this act to unfold
according to The Law of One,
the highest good of all concerned.
Through the virtue of high inspiration, two Children of Light and
flowing Love
intuitively attune spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and
physically to self and other so that Heaven and Earth are brought
together as one in a sexual act.
The electric energy is masculine and consists of beingness, will,
visualization and thought.
The feminine energy is magnetism of flowing emotions and
sensations.
Through divine inspiration, pathways in both partners are opened
so that clear divine being, will, visualizations and thoughts
flow into and become divine emotions and sensations.
This leads to the highest ecstasy and creates powerful changes on
every level.

In both partners the most pure supreme light from Universal
Consciousness is experienced at the top of each persons cranium

and flows downward along the spine, activating each glandular
plexus.
We inspire partners to prepare before the sexual act through mental
and emotional sharing,
one chackra at a time,
starting from the top of the head.
This establishes common ground in the chackras associated with
each glandular center.
By first sharing each ones experience of unity with Divine Being,
the two people find areas of agreement and mutual support in the
crown chackra.
Then the same thing is done with the third eye center, as wisdom
and knowledge are shared.
Next comes the throat center, the center of creativity.
Next is the heart center, where feelings of love are shared.
Then the solar plexus centers are shared,
expressing truths about each one's own true flowing deep emotions
and self determination.
Next is the relationship chakra of merging energy fields,
and finally the physical chackra of security and physical reality.
This sharing assures that when orgasm is reached, sexual energy is
not blocked in any of the chackras,
and rises up both spines activating all
the glands, culminating in the pineal glands and crown, manifesting
various degrees of enlightenment.
A human being is designed to experience the sexual act
as a most high and mystical means for communion with another and
Divine Consciousness Itself.
This was designed in the original divine blueprints to bring about
natural youthening and happiness.
The human body temple is equipped with every gland and
neurotransmitting chemical necessary
for this ecstatic and healing experience to take place.

Energy follows attention.
As the attention of each partner is intuitively filled with the divine
virtues of self
and each other at each level of creation,
sexual energy travels up their spines, enlivening and healing all that
lies along the way.
As sexual energy courses up the spine, enlivening each glandular
plexus as it goes,
and reaches the top of the head in which the pineal gland
with its 20,000 neuropeptides and other consciousness and body
altering chemical resides,

states of healing, bliss, and cosmic union occur that words cannot
describe.

Any child born of such a union will experience this ecstasy in every
cell of the body,
because the first fertilized cell divides trillions of times in utero to
make a complete body.
We help people understand how the ecstasy of sex is protected by
avoiding short circuits
caused by lack of understanding of the four-fold nature of reality.
Any act, sexual or not, is composed of being-visualization-will,
thought, emotions, and sensations.
When any of these levels are not choreographed according to the
highest good of all concerned,
results are often disappointing, certainly frustrating, and at times
devastating.
When choreographed systematically according to the original purity
of all ideas in Divine Mind,
all levels, especially emotions, are surprisingly fulfilling and
supremely happy.
As the act of sex is used to achieve high states of consciousness,
optimal protocol
begins with the right use of divine spiritual, mental, emotional and
physical foreplay, i.e. to
bring the lovers into a synchronized, shared attunement at all levels

through the application of skills of sharing and communication.
This communication is both within the inner self and with the
partner.
We inspire communication that is happy, safe, clear, and honest, so
that shared
images and emotions are deep, personal, and sacred
from all seven chakras and levels of awareness.
Suffice it to say that time must be spent communicating in trust
and
innocence together, so that harmony is reached in the deepest parts
of the soul of both partners.
Many times this means taking the time to help each other heal
emotional wounds.
One way of factilitating transformation to this end
is restraining or controlling sexual expression until after all
negative emotions
are first allowed to flow safely and non-destructively to resolution
through empathy and love,
thereby releasing negative charge on all four levels
(being-visualization-will, thought, emotion, and sensation).

Successful communicating of shared values on all levels
removes energetic blocks to the natural rising of sexual energy.
When this is done, levels of sexual expression naturally and
spontaneously build
and are a most effective method of emotional foreplay.
Especially for the feminine partner, the emotions must be pure
in the experience of receiving physical love
from the masculine for a natural orgasm to occur that travels to the
pineal gland.

Powerful emotions of oneness, trust, beauty, and love arise
naturally
when partners take the time in advance to develop emotional
compatibility, underpinning the sexual experience with a ground of
shared reality
to support the emerging ecstasy.

Through effective sharing, lovers carve out spaces of oneness and
agreement in being, will, thought, and emotion before engaging in
first subtle touching,
and then more intense touching that leads to intercourse.
The final step, intercourse, is done instinctively through the wisdom
of high inspiration and intuition and by
studying ancient techniques
of breathing and touching from many cultures that were inspired
from Universal Consciousness.
Powerful flowing feelings are generated by preceding physical with
emotional sharing
to turn delayed sexual expression into a truly
mystical act of making love which attracts the highest souls and
expressions of Heaven to Earth
to bless all life.
When a child is thus created, this child is endowed with the most
beautiful perfection.
Emotions of the mother and father at conception are imprinted on
the fertilized egg,
which divides billions and billions of times in the womb.

Therefore, each cell is imprinted with vibrational memories of these
emotions
of the original sexual act.
This creates emotional patterns for the rest of the incarnation.
The child whose parents are in sexual and spiritual bliss at
conception
is more highly enlightened and divinely happy.
Many people have cellular memories from their parents at
conception that need to be healed.
This is done by going deep into meditation and asking cellular
memory to let you
remember these cellular memories, and letting them flow to healing
with unconditional love and empathy.
Then, by asking and visualizing the light and love of Divine Being
healing the emotions of parents, and also
the ancestors, each cell then takes on a perfected new template of
emotional vibrations.
This emotional cellular healing is best done by both partners before
the sexual act.
Also, as a man and woman decree that their forthcoming child is to
be
filled with the highest divine virtues,
and imagine and feel this with unwavering,
focused concentration,
feeling emotionally the truth of this before and during the sexual
act,
they ensure that the sperm and egg representing those qualities
are the ones to successfully make it to
conception, out of the many sperm and the eggs that are available.

While the child is developing within the womb,
we help both parents maintain sacred connections
with divine being, the child and also with each other.
We help them focus on their shared will, image, emotions, and
sensations of perfection
for the developing child.
When mystical sex is destined for spiritual, emotional, and physical
communion and ecstasy WITHOUT conception,
we guide people to various teachings on how to avoid conception.

This has been done in many ways, such as through understanding
the
rhythms of life, learning to orgasm without ejaculation,
and communicating to the sperms and the egg on all four levels, the
level of
will, thought, emotion, and sensation,
that the time is not ordained for conception to take place.
When a man learns to orgasm without ejaculation,
the ancient teachings explain that ejaculatory fluid is reprocessed
by the body
and becomes a life giving spinal fluid type essence.
This can be done by freezing, by stopping all action at the point of
no return,
regaining control, and then commencing action again.
This fluid contains within it the most potent life enhancing
elements.
T-H-I-R-A-N-A
T The sound of the letter T in the ancient language is the divine virtue of high
inspiration
with all the legal matters of this principle.
In the intellect, this virtue awakens remarkable inventive faculties and
memory.
H This is the divine virtue of the POWER OF THE WORD.
The power of the word is the cosmic language, which is a whole brain
language of harmony in pure being and omnipresence, will-visualization,
concept, flowing emotions, and sensations.

To s peak the cosmic language, all four brainwaves are used to produce
a complete multidimensional sine wave that manifests in the four planes of
will, intellect, emotions, and sensations.
These informational codes are produced in the microcosm and the macrocosm,
which means they are produced in a persons own being, will, mind, emotion,
and form and then are produced through intent, visualization, and breath in
the outer universe.
The use of the cosmic language in World Service fulfills the saying that:
All that I do, ye shall do and more.
The ancient teachings reveal that each letter in the alphabet represents a
divine quality and has a sound, color, meaning,
emotions, a musical tone, a sensation, and a part of the body temple that was
created by it.
The idea is to first experience yourself as pure being, at one with Divine Being
and all creation.
Then you 'locate' yourself in time and space as an infinite soul by imagining
that you are a tiny dot in your solar plexus region,
above the navel of your body, with the rest of your body a vast creation all
around you.
In meditation, in your imagination, you sing the letter of a divine virtue in the
proper musical note,
inwardly or outwardly, while visualizing the color radiating from a tiny sun
located
in the physical body, and willing it to manifest, meditating intently on its
meaning,
flowing with its emotions, and experiencing its sensation.
As you have learned through exercises such as the Tibetan Exercise of
Paradox, that which is in the imagination must seem more real than anything
else.

All letters can be practiced in the whole body, then in the elemental region,

and then in the organ that is made from it.
The elemental regions are:
All fire letters are to be imagined shining as tiny powerful suns in
their respective colors, creating warmth and great expansion in the head
region, which is imagined as an infinite space.
All air letters are imagined as shining tiny suns in their respective colors,
creating blissful, relaxing ease, in the lungs.
All water letters are imagined as shining tiny suns in their respective colors,
creating coolness that turns to iciness, in the abdomen.
All earth letters are imagined as shining tiny suns in their respective colors,
creating weight, in both legs.
For example, with the letter A, which is pronounced with a soft A, as in arm,
hum AHHHH in the musical note of G while vividly imagining a
bright light blue sun, shining from a tiny sun in the lung area,
filling first the whole body, then the lung area, creating sensations of ease.
Contemplate infinite wisdom and enlightenment.
Meditate on this filling inner space, and then outer space with the out breath.
Breath through the pores of the skin over the lungs at the same time as
through the mouth or nose.
Keep the rhythm of the breath natural.
When you are finished, dissolve the light blue light in the body to protect the
natural balance of elements in the body.
A most important aspect of meditation after visualization of the color shining
from the tiny sun with faith
is attunement to the MEANING of the
divine virtue itself, which in this case is infinite wisdom and enlightenment,
and the PURITY OF ALL ORIGINAL IDEAS in Divine Mind.
The more time that is spent on ATTUNEMENT in the MIND, the better.
This creates emotions of the attunement.
MANIFESTING this virtue is done through magnetism, through flowing with
emotions of enlightenment.
This attracts changes into your physical body, and to the outer world, that
allow this virtue to actually manifest .
With practice, the sun in the light blue color shining from a tiny sun in the
lungs, the meaning, the ahhh sound in the key
of G along with flowing feelings of enlightenment and sensations of blissful
ease pop
into mind automatically whenever you wish to manifest wisdom and
enlightenment with the breath.
This is because the mechanical part of the brain learns to do things
automatically without thinking, like typing, driving, or walking.
The mechanical brain also learns to do the cosmic language effortlessly and
expertly over time.
With each practice session, identification with infinite wisdom with
its four level aspects of will-visualization, mind and concept, feelings and
tone, and sensations, deepens until eventually the spirit, mind,
emotions, and body are permanently bonded and united with this Divine
Virtue.
Whenever this virtue is desired in oneself, or another, or the universe, it is
easily produced in a whole brain manner.

When this happens the letter A is said to be 'mastered'.
In truth the depth of union with the virtue of Divine Wisdom and
Enlightenment of letter A increases to infinity.
We continually inspire this process of expansion.
Remember to keep the rhythm of the breath natural and to dissolve the colors
and other aspects of the meditation
when you are finished to protect the natural balance of elements in the body.
The next step in the cosmic language is to master letter B, and then C, and
so forth through the entire alphabet.
Here is a brief summary of the letters:
A[soft A as in arm]..All wisdom and enlightenment, light blue with a sense of
ease,
the musical note G, use to heal the lungs
BUniversal life and polarity in all its forms, light violet with a sense of weight,
musical note A, use to heal the right eye.
CThe Eucharist in all its forms, the virtue of self-spiritualization, vermilion
with warmth and a sense of ease,
musical note D, use to heal the stomach
DMysteries of the art of creation, dark blue with a feeling of warmth,
musical note C, use to heal the right ear.
E...the omnipresence of Universal Consciousness, dark violet with a feeling of
penetrating all,
musical note D, use to heal the spine.
FLegality, which IS harmony, of all visible worlds, light green with a feeling of
weight,
musical note F sharp, use to heal the left hand.
GDivine Grace and Mercy in all its aspects, deep grass green with a feeling of
coolness,
musical note F, use to heal the left eye.
HThe power of the word, which is the cosmic language, silvery violet with a
feeling of warmth,
musical note A, use to heal the right arm.
ChThe virtue of clarity and perfect purity, light violet with a feeling of
coolness,
musical note D Sharp, use to heal the left leg.
IThe law of cause and effect, light opal with a feeling of weight,
musical note G, use to heal the left kidney.
JThe highest all-embracing cosmic love, dark opal with a feeling of coolness,
musical note G Sharp, use to heal the diaphragm-midriff.
KThe Virtue of omnipotence, silvery blue with a feeling of warmth,
musical note B, use to heal the left ear.
LThe Virtues of Majesty, dark green shining olive color with a feeling of ease,
musical note F, use to heal the spleen.
M...Original Water principle of emotions and magnetism, blue-green with a
sense of coolness,
musical note D, use to heal the abdominal area.
NThe highest state of happiness, dark red with a sense of coolness, musical
note A, use to heal the liver.
O..The Virtue of Justice as an original principal, ultramarine blue with a
feeling of weight,
musical note C, use to heal the throat and windpipe area.
P...The longing for spiritual progress and perfection, dark grey with a sense of

weight,
musical note B, use to heal the right nostril.
Qin quaballah Q is the same as K---refer to K .
R Independence and Freedom, golden light with a feeling of ease, musical note
C, use to heal the left nostril.
SAll penetrating power which is original fire [will], purple with a reddish tint
with a feeling of warmth,
musical note G sharp, use to heal the gall bladder.
Sch...combines both omnipotence and all-penetrating power and is the original
light,
blazing red with a feeling of warmth, musical note C, use to heal the brain.
THigh inspiration, brownish black light with a sense of warmth, musical note
F, use to heal the right kidney.
UThe original source of everything, velvet black light with a feeling of
penetrating everything,
musical note B, use to heal the pancreas.
V in quaballah is the same as F-refer to F.
WCosmic intuition, lilac with a feeling of coolness, musical note G, use to heal
the gut.
Xin quaballah X is seen as a combination of E, K, and S.
Y [ue} umlaut UThe origin of the rhythm of life, pink light with a feeling of
weight penetrating everything,
musical note C sharp, use to heal the heart.
ZHighest intellectual faculties, light yellow with a feeling of ease, musical note
G, use to heal the heart.
Umlaut A {ae]O rigin and mystery of life and death and transformation,
loamy brown with a feeling of weight, musical note C, use to heal the lower
colon .
Umlaut O {eu] The most Profound Divine Cognition, which is
based on the most profound Divine Love,dark orange light with a feeling of
weight penetrating everything,
musical note D sharp, use to heal the
testicles and ovaries. If healing the ovaries, heal the left ovary first then the
right.
Since the same skills and brainwaves apply equally to all the letters,
once the first letter is mastered, all the others come more easily.
At some point, skill increases so there is such Divine bliss and ecstasy that
the endocrine system
now produces chemicals that prevent aging and bring eternal youth.
The power to produce miracles is attained.

Master the single letters first, then join two or three together or more.

Two or more letters joined together form a mantra of great power.
For instance, suppose you join the letters A and H.
First you would make the soft ahhh sound in the key of G, meditating on the
light blue
sun in the lungs of infinite wisdom filling all of inner and outer space a sense
of ease.
After that you make the sound of letter H in the key of A, while meditating on
a silvery violet sun in the head region
filling all of inner and outer space with sensations of warmth and the power of
the word.
The practical consequence of this letter combination is the influence
of divine intuition, on oneself and on others.
In particular, frightened people who think themselves surrounded by enemies
and are therefore
oppressed and haunted, may be cured and freed by the application of these
two letters.
Also, people who believe that they are being wronged
may be enlightened by this energy so that they will realize a higher wisdom
and purpose behind everything that has happened.
With practice, letters can be added together to form whole words.
The names of the angels, when used in this way, actually manifest the angels
full presence and power.
The letter H has a silvery violet color, is the fire element of will
and has the sensation of warmth and fire, has the musical note of A,
and is the virtue by which the right arm of every child of God is created.
I The sound of the letter I is the virtue of Cause and Effect.
Mastery of this virtue assures that a child of God NEVER harms any thing or
being, for the consequences of actions are universal, and any harm is sure to
come back to the creator.
The law of cause and effect is the law of evolution of everything.
This law gives the understanding and mastery of the akasha, or subtle prematter principle.
The sensation of akasha is Divine Being-penetrating-all.
The understanding of cause and effect also enables the perfection of memory
and conscience.
The letter I [as in I AM] with its light opalescent color, is the spiritual essence
of the left kidney.
This virtue is of the earth element, so it has the sensation of weight. The
musical note is G.
RThis virtue is the freedom and ability to listen, hear, and follow the inner
voice of guidance.
In the act of sex, everything depends on each partner following the still small
voice within.
The sound of the letter R is the divine virtue of becoming the master and
guardian of freedom and independence.
In this state there is the feeling of freedom of any pressing burden
of the laws, for by the mastery of all the preceding virtues you have achieved a
state of maturity
by which this feeling of independence has
been transformed into an absolute state of security and unimpeachability.
This comes from the realization of the harmony and perfection of all divine
laws
and the identification and love of them so

intensely that they have actually become merged with oneself.
In this case you are the personification and representation of the divine laws
and they will serve you, and your sense of freedom will derive from them
rather than in spite of them.
The color is gold.The musical note is C.The element is earth so it is felt with a
sensation of weight.
The left nostril is formed from it.
Awisdom and enlightenment
Aumlaut A, ae, [long A] The realization of wishes regarding physical matter is
subjected to this virtue.
The sound of this letter, the long A, {ae}, in the cosmic language
is the virtue of the origin and mystery of life and death regarding their
transformation.
By meditating on this virtue, a child of God
becomes convinced that in reality death does not exist, for the so-called death
is only a transformation from one state into another.
Also will come enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.
With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings
in all spheres and planes with regard to their scope of action.
The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes
clear. Since, in the original principle all beings are alike,
each having been created by Divine Providence to fulfill a certain task,
there is no dissimulation of negative beings,
for from the enlightened persons point of view everything is pure.
Here the saying: "to the pure one everything is pure" becomes plain.
If there were no negative beings, it would be impossible to distinguish
between good and evil;
and if there were no passions, there would also be no virtues.
This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible: "through night to light",
the deep symbolic meaning of which now becomes clear.
In the intellect the ability is gained to see through all thoughts,
actions and wishes concerning matter, and of becoming their absolute master.
In the feelings, this virtue represents desires, passions, and the inclination to
self-satisfaction etc.
A person who masters this virtue in their feelings
becomes absolute master and ruler of all desires and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling to mental, emotional, and material virtues
and objects.
This means complete independence and freedom and fulfills the saying "bind
yourself and you will be free".
On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.
No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the feelings, the akasha, or the
material world,
the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent.
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.
The color of this virtue is loamy brown. The musical note is C. The
element is earth so it has the sensation of weight. The anus is formed from
this virtue.
N This letter is the sound of the virtue of Supreme Happiness.
The mystical sexual act attunes a child of God to this virtue.

In the intellect, this virtue controls the connection between mind and heart,
or thought and emotions.
Mastering this virtue gives control over any other being, and enables one to
help others solve any problem.On the
emotional level, mastery over the drive for self-preservation and control over
any being is gained.
On the physical level mastery over cohesion, or the power of coherence or
gravity is gained.
This virtue has a deep red color, the musical note of A, is of the water element
of
emotion and has the sensation of coolness.The organ formed by this virtue is
the liver (of all beings).
AWhen sex is experienced with high intuition, the power of the word,
the mastery of cause and effect, and adherance to inner guidance,
then the divine virtue of wisdom and enlightenment is also accessed.
When sexual energy reaches the top of the head through touching,
focusing attention and breathing, thus stimulating the pineal gland, the
virtue of wisdom and enlightenment is realized
with greatly expanded clairvoyance, eloquence, and artistic ability.
This is the virtue of the highest wisdom and enlightenment that can be
conceived of.
This sound [a soft a like a sigha hhhhh] and virtue is an initiation into the
highest wisdom
and the purity of all ideas in existence.
This has as a fundamental feature the enlightened mind. Reasoning,
perception, the cognition of the most profound truths,
highest knowledge, high intelligence, and the arousing of all intellectual
faculties are expressed.
Musical gifts, eloquence, poetic talent, and clairvoyance,
clairaudience, the art of levitation, and the control of the air element and its
beings are all aroused by this initiation.
On the physical plane the command of the beings of the air, control over
storms,
are all made possible by initiation into the highest wisdom.**
The color of wisdom and enlightenment is light blue, the musical note
is G, the element is air so it has the sensation of ease, and the lungs are
formed from it.
Umlaut A, aer elease of imperfections to Divine Being for transformation into
another state that is the highest good of all.

MIRACLES

Footnotes

The nam es and m eaning of angel gr oups com e fr om Quaballah,
which is a ver y ancient set of teachings which together for m a com m on pr ecur sor, or r oot, of thr ee of the wor ld's
r eligions:
Judaism , Islam , and Chr istianity.
Each degr ee of the zodiac is r uled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone gir dling the ear th, and the
angels who wor k with him or her.
The being and the angels shar e the sam e nam e.
This nam e is a k ey to their power s and influence.
Nam es, phr ases, and sections, in the angel m essages ar e quoted or par aphr ased fr om the book s of Fr anz Bar don.
Infor m ation of the heavenly hosts of the zone gir dling the ear th is r efer enced fr om THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL
EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Infor m ation of the divine vir tues and the letter s ar e r efer enced fr om THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH,
ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeber g, Wupper tal/W. Ger m any.

These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.
To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!
So it is.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/

